Pumpkin & Pearl
Bewitching Hat
The Pumpkin and Pearl collection adds a
modern twist to the traditional Witch
costume. Pair with black and denim for a
posh Halloween look.
Collection includes Hat & Necklaces

What’s Needed:
Small Witch Hat/Headband Pre-made
Pumpkin Beads (1)- Bead Gallery
Pearl Beads 10mm (5)- Bead Gallery
Black Picky Edge Grosgrain Trim (2YDS)
Med Plume Fuchsia (1)
Black Med Ribbon Rose (1)- Pre-made
Pink Small Ribbon Roses (6)- Pre-made
Embroidery Floss Green #907- DMC
Small Glitter Spider (3)
Upholstery Thread

Hot Glue w/Glue
Needle

8” Scissors- Fiskars

How To Make It:
s:

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Begin by making the
trim flowers. Cut 5
pieces of trim 10” long.

Thread needle with the
upholstery thread. Sew
a running stitch along
one end of the trim.

Pull both ends of the
thread. Trim will bunch and
form a circle.

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Work trim into a neat
circle. Pull threads taut
and tie in a double knot

String one end of thread
through a pearl bead.

Adjust the pearl in the
center of the trim flower.

Step 7

Step 8

Step 10

Pull threads taut through
the back side. Secure with a
double knot.

Cut extra threads off.
Repeat process for the
remaining 4 trim flowers.

Begin gluing the flowers
on the hat. We glued 3
trim flowers on the front.

Step 11

Step 12

Step 13

Glue the med pre-made
rose slightly to the left of
the 3 front trim flowers.

Glue a trim flower to the
left of the med rose.

Glue the last trim flower on
the top of the hat right side.

Be creative with the trim flowers. They are an easy and inexpensive way to
add a personal touch to the costume. Try bordering a collar, cuffs, belt or
randomly place over a cape or dress.

Step 14

Step 15

Step 16

To make the bundles of
green moss cut 3 pieces of
floss 3” to 4” long.

Gather the three pieces of
floss together and tie a
single knot in the center.

Un-ravel the floss strands. Cut
un-evenly. Hot glue behind the
flowers to add pops of colour.

Follow the glue key below to put the finishing touches in place
or change it around to create your own design!

Hot glue the med plume
behind the pumpkin bead

Spider

Trim flower

Hot glue the spiders
randomly over the hat.

Ribbon
Rose

Hot glue the pumpkin bead
behind the group of trim
flowers. Place glue on the
bottom of the bead.

Hot glue the green moss
bundles by tucking them
behind the trim flowers.

Use the small roses as
accents by hot gluing them
around the trim flowers.

See More DIY Ideas at bluarlan.com

